Geneva-Zurich Seminar on Sustainable Finance

with a special focus on Disclosure and Sustainability Risks

12th November 2020
We are very pleased to invite you to the Geneva-Zurich Seminar Series on Sustainable Finance: Disclosure and Sustainability Risks.

Date:
12th November 2020
3:30 p.m. (UTC/GMT +1)

Hosted by:
The University of Geneva and the University of Zurich

Scientific Committee:
Prof. Kern Alexander / Prof. Aline Darbellay / Dr. iur. Xenia Karametaxas

Program

15:30 - 15:40 Opening words, Prof. Aline Darbellay

15:40 - 16:10 Presenting author: Prof. Danny Busch, “Sustainable Finance Disclosure in the EU Financial Sector”
Discussant: Dr. Daniel Cash

Discussant: Dr. Xenia Karametaxas

16:40 - 17:00 Q&A Session

17:00 – 17:15 Virtual coffee break

17:15 - 17:45 Presenting author: Dr. Shema Mitali, “Green Finance and Climate Policy”
Co-authors: Prof. Jean-Charles Rochet and Prof. Julien Daubanes
Discussant: Prof. Kern Alexander
17:45 – 18:15  Presenting author: Valentin Jouvenot, "Mandatory Corporate Carbon Disclosure: Evidence from a Natural Experience"
Co-author: Prof. Philipp Krueger
Discussant: Prof. Aline Darbellay

18:15 – 18:40  Q&A Session

18:40 – 18:50  Closing words, Prof. Kern Alexander

This Seminar falls within the strategic partnership between the University of Geneva and the University of Zurich and has been supported by a UNIGE-UZH Joint Seed Funding for Collaboration in Research and Teaching.

Access to the seminar via Zoom
unige.zoom.us/j/95572852952